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We’ve been busy
working on our
MMIT Conference
for 2016, and
announce our
keynote speakers
on page 3. In
keeping with the
digital inclusion,
privacy and security themes of the
conference, two of our authors this
issue give their advice on tackling
these challenges.
Warm regards,

Catherine Dhanjal, Managing Editor
From time to time, MmIT offers space to
suppliers who are developing and marketing
products of potential interest to information
services. Neither the journal nor the MMIT
Group endorse any of the services covered
in these pages. Articles published reflect
the opinions of the authors and are not
necessarily those of the editorial board
or MMIT Group. While every reasonable
effort is made to ensure that the contents
of the articles, editorial and advertising are
accurate, no responsibility can be accepted
by the editorial board or MMIT Group for
errors, misrepresentations or any resulting
effects. Acceptance of an advertisement does
not imply endorsement of the advertiser’s
product(s) by the editorial board or MMIT.
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Biblio: a new, personalised,
bibliotherapy platform
Biblio is a new service that offers
readers personalised literary
recommendations to improve
their wellbeing. The service works
by connecting readers with book
curators who guide users to stories
chosen just for them.
Readers are invited to complete
an anonymous online profile when
they sign up covering all areas of
their life (personal, professional,
emotional) as well as their reading
habits and tastes. Based on these
responses, they are paired with a
curator, and a private chat channel
is created that allows them to go
into more detail and jointly arrive
at a recommendation. Readers
then have the option to close the
conversation or continue to be
supported as they read.

In contrast to other forms of
book discovery, Biblio is defiantly
and proudly people powered;
being understood is a vital part of
the experience and our curators
are the lifeblood of our service. By
stepping into our readers’ shoes
and offering recommendations,
they offer empathy and kindness
without judgement.
Curators come from a variety
of backgrounds including
psychotherapists, academics,
librarians and authors.
Biblio is currently growing its
team of curators and are looking
for people that share their belief
that fiction can offer a fresh
perspective on life. If you’re
empathetic, caring and nonjudgemental, look on the website
for more information.
By focusing on fiction, we hope
to build on the growing evidence
base for reading for pleasure as
a tool for promoting well-being.
This type of bibliotherapy has
the added benefit of avoiding
the stigma attached to many
alternative approaches.
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Biblio was co-founded by
Kate Lomax and Mehmood
Khan in early 2015 and received
investment from Bethnal Green
Ventures, a social business
accelerator program funded by
the Cabinet Office and Nesta.
After successful trialling
the service and building the
technology to deliver it, the
service will be initially be offered
to readers on a “pay what you
want” basis.

MMIT Conference 2016
“Digital Citizenship”

•

Join us for this year’s MMIT
Conference in Sheffield from
Monday 12th to Tuesday 13th
September.

•

Our keynote speakers are:
•
Chris Stokes, Joint Director of
Digital Learning, University of
Sheffield
•
Helen Milner, CEO & Staff

More details will be announced on
our blog as they become available:
https://mmitblog.wordpress.com/

Board Director, Tinder
Foundation
Kevin Curran, Reader in
Computer Science and Group
Leader for the Ambient
Intelligence Research Group,
University of Ulster
Madeline Barrett, Head of
Libraries, Heritage and Arts,
London Borough of Sutton.

For more information on the service
see https://biblio.life/ and if you’re
interested in becoming a curator see
http://biblio.life/love-reading
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Artificial intelligence and
rise of the machines:
Cambridge (UK) Science
Festival 2016
The annual two-week Festival,
which runs from 7 – 20 March
and stages more than 300 events,
examines the growing interaction
between humans and technology
Will artificial intelligence be
superior to or as creative as the
human brain? Are we letting
machines take over and give
rise to mass unemployment or
worse? Should we be worried
about quantum computing and
the impact it will have on the way
we work, communicate and live in
the future? Or should we harness
rather than hate the digital
deluge?
As we teeter on the brink of
total machine dependency and
epoch-making technological
developments that cross all areas
of our lives, Cambridge Science
Festival asks these and many other
critical questions.
The annual Festival presents
an impressive line-up of who’s
who from the science world and
beyond, including Professors Sir
John Gurdon (Nobel Laureate),
Sir David Spiegelhalter, Richard
Gilbertson, Raymond Leflamme,
Didier Queloz, Meg Urry, and
Tony Purnell, Head of Technical
Development for British Cycling.

Other speakers include Dr Ewan
Birney, Director of the European
Bioinformatics Institute; Angus
Thirlwell, CEO and Co-founder
of Hotel Chocolat; Dr Hermann
Hauser, eminent technology
entrepreneur; comedian Robin
Ince; Charles Simonyi, high-tech
pioneer and space traveller; and
writer Simon Guerrier (Dr Who).
At the core of this year’s Festival
is a series of events that explores
the increasing symbiosis between
humans and technology, and the
questions this raises for humanity
in the coming century. Organiser
of the event, Professor Barbara
Sahakian, University of Cambridge,
said: “Artificial intelligence could
be of great benefit to society,
producing innovative discoveries
and providing humans with more
leisure time. However, workers
are concerned that, more and
more, jobs are being taken over by
artificial intelligence. We can see
this in the context of the current
trend for robots to work in car
factories and driverless trains,
and also in the future movement
towards driverless cars.
“Some people feel this is an
inevitable progression into
the future due to advances in
artificial intelligence, information
technology and machine learning.
However, others including many
neuroscientists are not convinced
that computers will ever be able
to demonstrate creativity nor fully
understand social and emotional
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interactions.”
The view that machines are
taking over every aspect of our
lives and whether this is a positive
or negative factor of modern
living is further examined in the
event, ‘The rise of the humans:
at the intersection of society and
technology’. Dave Coplin, author
and Chief Envisioning Officer for
Microsoft UK, discusses the future
of the UK’s IT and digital industries
and addresses the convergence
of society and technology,
focussing on the developments
that are creating so many new

opportunities.
Building further on these issues
in the second week of the Festival,
Zoubin Ghahramani, Professor of
Information Engineering at the
University of Cambridge and the
Cambridge Liaison Director of the
Alan Turing Institute, explores
intelligence and learning in brains
and machines. He asks, what is
intelligence? What is learning? Can
we build computers and robots
that learn? How much information
does the brain store? How does
mathematics help us answer these
questions?

For many, quantum computing
is the answer to machine learning.
Influential pioneer in quantum
information theory and the
co-founder and current director
of the Institute for Quantum
Computing at the University of
Waterloo, Professor Raymond
Laflamme presents the annual
Andrew Chamblin Memorial
Lecture: ‘harnessing the quantum
world’. During his lecture,
Professor Laflamme will share the
latest breakthroughs and biggest
challenges in the quest to build
technologies based on quantum
properties that will change the
ways we work, communicate
and live.
Speaking ahead of this year’s
Science Festival, Coordinator, Dr
Lucinda Spokes said, “Using the
theme of big data and knowledge,
we are addressing important
questions about the kinds of
technology that affects, or will
affect, not only every aspect
of science, from astronomy to
zoology, but every area of our
lives; health, work, relationships
and even what we think we know.
“Through a vast range of
debates, talks, demonstrations
and performances, some of the
most crucial issues of our time and
uncertainties about our future as
a species will be explored during
these packed two weeks.”
Further information can be found
at: www.sciencefestival.cam.ac.uk
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Napoleon
In January 2016 the BFI
announced a “new chapter in the
epic history of one of the world’s
greatest films”: Abel Gance’s
Napoleon (1927).
In the culmination of a 50-year
project, Academy Award-winning
film historian Kevin Brownlow
and the BFI National Archive
have completed a new digitally
restored version of Abel Gance’s
cinematic triumph.
From autumn 2016, for the
first time ever, audiences across
the UK will be able to experience
this extraordinary cinematic
masterpiece with Carl Davis’
magnificent score when the film
goes on theatrical release in UK
cinemas and is available on BFI
DVD/Blu-ray and BFI Player.
This legendary 5 ½ hour film
was first presented, partially
restored, at the BFI London Film
Festival in 1980. The latest digital
restoration of Napoleon will have
its premiere screening with a live

performance by the Philharmonia
Orchestra of Carl Davis’ score
(the longest ever composed for
a silent film) in early November
2016 at the Royal Festival Hall.
This project has been achieved
thanks to major work undertaken
by the experts of the BFI
National Archive and Photoplay
Productions working with Dragon
DI post-production in Wales, and
to the generosity of Carl Davis
and Jean Boht, who have made
possible the recording of the
score by the Philharmonia.
The original restoration of the
35mm film elements in 2000 was
funded by the generous support
of the Eric Anker-Petersen
charity, with the support of many
archives around the world but
especially the Cinémathèque
Française and the Centre
Nationale de la Cinématographie
in Paris.
Heather Stewart, creative
director, BFI said, “Several
generations of staff at the BFI
have worked on this project.
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Napoleon is a landmark in
the history of cinema and we
are grateful to all of the great
talents who have helped us
along the way but especially, of
course, Kevin Brownlow for his
indefatigable championing of
the film and Carl Davis for his
amazing score.”
This new version of Napoleon
will allow audiences to see the
film’s original tinting and toning,
including colour combinations
which could not be achieved
in the existing 35mm print.
Integration of sections sourced
from a wide range of elements
have also been improved by
detailed digital image repair and
alignment.
The film has been entirely regraded and received extensive
digital clean-up throughout,
all of which offers significant
improvements in overall
picture quality. This is the most
complete version of the film
available, compiled by Kevin
Brownlow, who spent over 50
years tracking down surviving
prints from archives around the
world since he first saw a 9.5mm
version as a schoolboy in 1954.
Brownlow and his colleagues
at Photoplay worked with the
BFI National Archive on a series
of restorations. The film version
has been screened only 4 times
in the UK since the year 2000
at memorable events with full
orchestra performing the original

score by composer Carl Davis.
Napoleon offers one of the
most richly rewarding and
thrilling experiences in the
history of cinema, a brilliant
pairing of music and film,
comparable to grand opera in its
intensity, offering dazzling scenes
of unparalleled brilliance, with
full scale historical recreations of
episodes from the personal and
political life of Napoleon from the
French Revolution to the heroic
arrival of French troops in Italy

marking the beginning of the
First Italian campaign of 1796.
Following the premiere of the digital
restoration of Napoleon it will be
released in cinemas UK-wide in
its music-synched version in the
autumn. The simultaneous BFI Bluray/DVD release of the film is the first,
of this full version, anywhere in the
world and will include the recording
of the score and a significant
package of extras. Napoleon will also
be available to view on BFI Player.
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All images: Courtesy of BFI NB. Permission granted solely for reproduction in direct publicity or promotion of the BFI release of Napoleon. Use in any other product or
service is prohibited.

BFI news

Underground

Underground, Emir Kusturica’s
deeply moving and masterful
tragic-farce, earned the Serbian

director/actor/musician his
second Palme d’Or in 1995,
securing his place amongst an
elite group of filmmakers.
This epic tale of friendship,
betrayal and romantic
entanglement, set against the
backdrop of 50 turbulent years
of Yugoslavian history, will be
released on limited edition Bluray for the first time in the UK and
in a 3-disc DVD set by the BFI on
29 February 2016.
Special features included
Kusturica’s six-part TV cut of the
film, Once Upon a Time There
Was a Country, and a making-of
documentary.
Marko (Miki Manojlović) and
Blacky (Lazar Ristovski) are two
charming rogues making a living
on the black market by stealing
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arms to sell on to the Partisans.
Both men are in love with actress
Natalija (Mirjana Joković), and
in the chaos of war, Marko
orchestrates a way to eliminate
his competition, by hiding him
away in a cellar — for over 20
years — by means of an elaborate
charade that the war is ongoing.
The film’s soundtrack is by
Yugoslavian contemporary
composer Goran Bregović, one
of the most internationally
known modern musicians and
composers from the Balkans. He
has also worked with Kusturica on
his films Time of the Gypsies and
Arizona Dream.

Special features
•
Once Upon a Time There Was a
Country (Emir Kusturica, 1995,
315 mins): The six-part TV
version of Underground
•
Shooting Days (Aleksandar
Manic, 1996, 73 mins): a
documentary charting the
making of Underground
shot whilst the film was in
production
•
EPK items (29 mins): Behindthe-scenes footage and
interviews with the director,
cast and production designer
•
Trailer
•
Illustrated booklet featuring
essays and film credits

Blu-ray product details:
RRP: £34.99/ Cat. no. BFIB1227 / Cert
15/France, Germany, Hungary / 1995
/ colour / Serbo-Croat language, with
optional English subtitles / 170 mins /
Original aspect ratio 1.85:1
DVD product details:
RRP: £29.99 / Cat. no. BFIV2074 / Cert
15/ France, Germany, Hungary / 1995
/ colour / Serbo-Croat language, with
optional English subtitles / 163 mins /
Original aspect ratio 1.85:1
BFI releases are available from all
good home entertainment retailers
or by mail order from the BFI Shop
Tel: 020 7815 1350
Online: www.bfi.org.uk/shop
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Sonocent Audio Notetaker V4
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Sonocent Audio Notetaker Version 4 is a
computer program, available for both PC
and Mac, whose aim is to facilitate audio
notetaking paralleled with a visual record.
This record is presented as a series of bars
representative of phrases in the speech
which are determined by the program
depending on the speaker’s style of vocal
expression. The idea is to steer one’s way
through the recording by clicking on the bars
and making notes, by the addition of colours,
as to content, style and perhaps usefulness.
The colours used can be annotated to add
useful guidelines referring to their essential
elements. The hypothesis is that phrases
throughout the recording may be associated
through such colouring devices as yellow =
delete, red = important, blue = review, and so
on, so that chunks of the same colour might
be brought together.
Overall, Audio Notetaker 4 is a great
improvement on Version 2 reviewed here
four or five years ago. At that time, one of
the criticisms that had been levelled at the
program was that it couldn’t transcribe what
was being said. Sonocent’s response was
that speech recognition was not sufficiently
accurate. It was true at that time that
speech recognition depended on training
the computer to identify individual voices
for recognition, as each would sound so
different, whereas character recognition did
not suffer from the same sort of problem.
This improved version of the program
is now integrated with Dragon Naturally
Speaking Voice Recognition software,
which means that users’ recordings can be
transcribed into written text. The audio in
question may be from a lecture recorded
live on a digital recorder, from a smallgroup seminar similarly, from sound files

stored on one’s computer and imported
into the program and even from ‘webinars’,
seminars and other forms of presentation
which occur on the Internet and allow
contributors in various locations to hear and
see the presenter and to participate, asking
questions, making comments and maybe
answering censuses and surveys.

Import other file formats
The program can also import other file
formats allowing one to add to a Notetaker
file text and images including PowerPoint
slides referring to or illustrating the audio
content. Should it be that the original
illustrations or images contained in any
lecture or seminar be available to the current
user, these will of course enhance the audio
notes and Notetaker can handle them
all, though of course if the visual content
were not to be available after the lecture,
Notetaker could not record it.

It should be noted of course that while
Sonocent declare [“Using Audio Notetaker to
record and annotate in lectures” — Lecture_
notes.pdf ] that PowerPoint slides from the
lecture can be imported ‘live’ during the
lecture, this depends on their being made
available and also on their accessibility —
just how is the audience networking with the
lecturer, if at all?

...overall, Audio Notetaker 4 is a great
improvement on Version 2 reviewed here four
or five years ago
Engagement with learning
There are so many ‘live’ activities available
and we are encouraged to make use of
them: importing slides as images and adding
section breaks between them; typing-in
notes as the lecture proceeds and formatting
the text; colour-highlighting blocks of audio
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and even cutting, copying and pasting audio
blocks. All of this seems as though it should
be the major strength of the program, yet
it alarms the author. The most important
aspect of lecturing is to be heard and
hopefully understood. These processes
will be enhanced by interaction between
audience and lecturer, now — while it’s
happening.
The attempt to automate entirely the
note-taking process may very well result in
the collapse of engagement and a reduction
in the quality of learning. Note-taking is of
course important, but it seems likely that
the real advantages of Notetaker 4 are the
ability to record and transcribe the notes
using Dragon Naturally Speaking and then
to edit and make one’s annotations to these
notes and add in any slides or other additions
on revisiting the program, perhaps after
conducting further research.

Integration with Dragon
The incorporation of Dragon also makes it
possible for students to add their own audio
comments and summaries, audio notes
which can be easily converted to text. While
there is clear benefit in being able to record
a lecture and then revisit it time and again to
extract its essence, surely it is both speedier
and more accurate to revisit actual words in
order to be able to cite their crux, rather than
rather abstract, indecipherable blocks?
Along with the very useful advantage of
transcription there is also the possibility of
using the program to prepare one’s own
presentations, importing sound files from
numerous sources of all kinds as well as
any form of illustration or document in the
acceptable formats. The ability to ‘takeaway’
a lecture will be hugely advantageous,
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especially perhaps for many with a variety of
learning impairments.

Audio quality and editing
Clearly, a system that will be dependent on
audio will also be reliant on its quality and
users will be pleased to note that audio
quality has been considerably improved in
this most recent version. Audio editing with
the intention of improving the sound quality
has been introduced as a toolkit.

...it is both speedier and more accurate to revisit
actual words in order to be able to cite their crux,
rather than rather abstract, indecipherable blocks
This enables audio enhancement by means
of minimising or eradicating extraneous or
‘background’ noise, which might be ambient
noise from a seminar room or lecture theatre,
electronic treble hiss and bass hum, audience
noise and keyboard clacks. The resulting
sound quality is much improved.
The author may be hesitant to give blanket
approval of this package, but it is well
designed and tries to address a slot not very
well served. Anybody who regularly uses
audio recordings as part of their working
processes may see advantages with Audio
Notetaker V4.
It is aided by a collection of ‘Getting
Started’ videos as a useful resource. The
recommendation is that it should perhaps
be addressed by individual users who might
have a personal approach to its use, without
ringing all of its bells or blowing all its
whistles.
Sonocent Audio Notetaker V4 is available as a
digital download and you can find out more
at www.sonocent.com. It is available as a free

trial or by subscription for a period, or with a
perpetual licence.
Visit:
www.sonocent.com/en-us/audio-notetaker
YouTube videos:
www.youtube.com/channel/
UCJ9x1nVCrdkyXEzj1t6-F8g

Ken Cheetham,
Student Services,
Cardiff Metropolitan
University
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How to be Eccentric - The Essential
Richard Massingham

“We present this little film as a good
humoured comedy, and hope it will be
accepted in that spirit. No representation in it
is intended of any living person”.
Dr Richard Massingham (1898 - 1953) was
a senior doctor at the London Fever Hospital
who began making films as a weekend
hobby.

...his eccentric humour found in the first film
comes through everywhere

RRP: £19.99 / Cat. no. BFIV2049 / Cert E
UK / 1934–1951 / black and white /
English language / 170 mins / DVD9 /
Original aspect ratio 1.33:1 / Dolby Digital
mono audio (256kbps)
In addition, some of the films from this
DVD are on BFI Player but not all.
http://player.bfi.org.uk/
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The first film in this collection of little
gems from a bygone age is ‘Tell Me if it Hurts’
(1934). This had me laughing out loud. The
film tells the tale of a man terrified of going
to the dentist, and believe me when I tell you
that dental practice in the 1930s to ‘60s was
indeed something to be terrified of. Much
has improved since then, thank goodness!
The film was shot using hospital staff,
Massingham’s dentist’s office and his
cinematographers apartment. The fictional
dentist is a real Frankenstein figure and
the film, full of lovely touches, humour
and scenes of London of the time, has an
unhappy ending as far as the offending tooth
is concerned. This film is a delight.
After this first film Massingham went on to
make promotional, training films, and some
adverts, yet his eccentric humour found in
the first film comes through everywhere.
He usually appears in his films, usually as a
chubby, bumbling man, as do some young
actors who later became much better known
in film and TV. Most of his later films have
a message, and humour is used wherever
possible to get the message across.
Amongst them is “Coughs and Sneezes”
(1945). During the Second World War one of
the printed slogans found in buses and trains

What a Life
was “Coughs and sneezes spread diseases”,
often completed by the younger of us with
“catch them in your hanky cheeves”. This film
is an amusing take on this slogan, teaching
the correct use of the handkerchief (cotton/
washable) This is the first of three short films
on this theme.
‘Another Case of Poisoning’ (1949)
was sponsored by the Central Office of
Information and is an expose of really bad
food handling in the home, the shop and the
factory. It is certainly pretty close to the truth
for the time it was made. It gives a fascinating

picture of home and working conditions in
the 1940s. It ends with a solemn sermon from
the ‘BBC’ voiced Doctor, but it certainly makes
its point.
“The Cure” (1950) Massing appears as the
obnoxious male lead who contracts lumbago
— a very painful back and chronicles his
subsequent amusing attempts at a cure. It
also shows the effects of his illness on his wife
and carer, just as true then as it is now.
“Pool of Contentment” (1946) sponsored
by CO I and HM Treasury. This is a fascinating
picture of a phenomenon that no longer
exists, having been superseded by
dictaphones, the computer, word processing
and voice recognition — that was the ‘Typing
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problems faced by the
typists themselves in
understanding what the
‘client’ wanted
in their letters and
shows a variety of
appalling situations
between the ‘client’

...this is a great collection,
with much humour, from
a talented and indeed
eccentric filmmaker, who
used many of the devices
we still use in training
material today

Watch Your Meters
Pool’. This training film embodies humour,
repetition of the wrong and right way and
a perception that if they had to make a film
like this for government departments, things
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were in a really sorry state.
It covers the organisation and
management of the typing pool, then a
central department of young lady typists
who were literally at the beck and call of
senior officials in the service. It covers the

and the typist. The
whole is conducted in
accents that you could
cut with a knife, and
displays attitudes and
management practices
that only a government
department could
practice, I hope!
Of the many films on
the DVD, the final two
specially to grab my
attention were ‘Down
at the Local’ (1945)
sponsored by the
Army Kinematograph
Corporation and the
War Office. The moral of
this film (for me, at least)
fails to come over in this rather disjointed
series of visits to a variety of pubs and the
explorations of the characters therein.
Whether the film is designed to show
the troops what they were fighting for, or

to show that those not called up all have a
role to play, or the quality of beer is not as
good as it was before the last war remains
unclear — it really does not work. However,
it contains two marvellous sequences, the
first of a horse-drawn brewers dray bringing
barrels of beer to a pub and the way they
were offloaded into the cellar, and a game of
old-fashioned skittles - both of which could
have gone virtually unnoticed otherwise.
“Moving House” (1950) sponsored by
British Transport Films, features a truly awful
old-style headmaster-ish type played by
Kynaston Reeves, who patently does not
trust the removal company men (Pickfords)
and believes that he can organise everything
better. If I had been a member of his longsuffering family, killing him would have
featured regularly in my dreams. Needless
to say he is proved wrong, Pickfords right
and he is suitably taken down several pegs.
Serves him right!
This is a great collection, with much
humour, from a talented and indeed
eccentric filmmaker, who used many of the
devices we still use in training material today.
The DVD will amuse and delight. It also paints
a marvellous picture of how things were in
the 1930 - 50 era.
Click here to see one of Massingham’s bestknown films, Coughs and Sneezes:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=QRmpJ_dORXA

Dr Anthony Hugh
Thompson,
Former chair, MMIT
Group and former editor
of MmIT Journal
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This is yet another excellent collection of
films from the BFI National Archive covering a
specific subject, in this case cycling.
There are 29 films on this two disc set,
which date from 1899 to 1983. The majority
of the films cover the period 1932 and 1960, a
period of particular interest to me as this was
the time when I did most of my cycling!

All images: Courtesy of BFI NB. Permission granted solely for reproduction in direct publicity or promotion of the BFI release of On Yer
Bike. Use in any other product or service is prohibited.

On Yer Bike – A Collection of
Cycling on Film

...these films give us a visual history of life during
significant periods of the 20th century

RRP: £22.99 / Cat. no. BFIV2024 / Cert E
UK / 1899–1983 / black and white, and
colour / English language / 236 mins /
DVD9 x 2 / Ratio 1.33:1
In addition, some of the films from this
DVD are on BFI Player but not all.
http://player.bfi.org.uk/
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The films cover the history of the bicycle,
its development and manufacture and
everyday use as a transport vehicle and
a sporting accessory. Not all the films are
documentaries, there are several short
featurettes in which the bicycle plays a
significant role. If your interest lies mainly in
the development of the bicycle and cycling
over the last hundred and 50 years, then this
collection is a must for you.
But it is much more than that. These
films give us a visual history of life during
significant periods of the 20th century, from
the point of view of both the ordinary man
in the street and children. These films give
us glimpses of so much more: Saturday
morning cinema for children; street signs and
road signs prior to the ones we have now;
British Railways; Spivs; conmen; children’s
team games; sport; dress styles; the British
countryside; motor vehicles from a bygone
era; working in factories; policeman from an
apparently politer and different age; much
quieter roads than today; and a time when
children could ride in relative safety on their
bikes on the road.
The other thing these films clearly
show is the development of documentary
cinema itself, and of the accompanying

early pedantic scripts and straight-laced
commentators through to the more relaxed
styles of the late 20th century. It even shows
the beginning of special effects, especially in
the film Flying the Foam (1906), in which men,
in my opinion, rather foolishly cycle off the
end of a pier into the sea. But then they did

not have television.
What of some of the films themselves?
The oldest film is ‘Lady Cyclists’ (1899) which
features some ladies in what are by today’s
standards, totally inappropriate long dresses
for cycling. How they did not get them
caught in the chain and covered by oil, I do
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All images: Courtesy of BFI NB. Permission granted solely for reproduction in direct publicity or promotion of the BFI release of On Yer Bike. Use in any other product
or service is prohibited.

reviews

not know. Certainly a few of my long trousers
went that way! Race for the Muratti Cup (1901)
I found too long and repetitive, watching the
same group go round and round and round
.... What was interesting here was the attitude
of people in the crowd when they realised
they were on camera — little has changed
here! Fat Man on a Bicycle is a fragment from
a longer silent comedy and is reminiscent of
later Laurel and Hardy films.
Cycling the Channel (1929) is part of a
newsreel which shows a lady cyclist crossing
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...this is a remarkable visual collection of one
aspect of our recent history, which also sheds light
into many other areas of those times
the Channel on a hydro-cycle which allowed
the cyclist to cycle through water on floats.
Tom’s Ride (1944) is a moralistic tale from J.
Arthur Rank, one of whose missions was to
provide good clean fun to young cinema
goers. This film, along with a few others
reveals so much more about the way of life
of the time. Skid Kids (1953) is the longest

‘feature’ film on the disc, a story about a
team of young cyclists who used some spare
ground (probably a bomb site) as their cycle
track, and their detective work in capturing
some bicycle thieves.
Cyclists’ Special (1955) and Cyclists Abroad
(1957 and interestingly directed by Tony
Thompson — not me, folks) produced
by British Transport Films, document the
collaboration of cyclists organisations and
British Railways in organising excursions both
in the UK and in Austria and include much

scenery in both countries, and both have
‘poetic’ commentaries.
Riding On Air, (1959) sponsored by the
Central Office of Information is described
as “a beautiful impression of the popularity
of cycling in 1950s Britain and a first class
example of British documentary film making
at its zenith.” At the time of this film it was
reckoned that there were 9 million cyclists
in the UK and 2 million cycles produced
by British manufacturers each year. The
following film Portrait – the Racing Cyclist,
(1966) also sponsored by COI, is a bit of a
cheat as it uses extensive film footage from
the previous Riding on Air and is not nearly
as effective.
There are also a number of films about
cycle manufacture and cycle safety, including
It’s a Bike (1983), which is an attempt to
make a cycling safety film amusing, but fails
to do so. Also of interest is a very wooden
commentary from Alex Moulton in The
Moulton Bicycle (1972) and the appearance of
Stanley Holloway in The Ballad of the Battered
Cycle (1947).
This is a remarkable visual collection of one
aspect of our recent history, which also sheds
light into many other areas of those times.
BFI are to be congratulated on their work
in preserving and making available these
historical films, and this set, as do the others
from BFI, fully deserve a place in library
collections.

Dr Anthony Hugh
Thompson,
Former chair, MMIT
Group and former editor
of MmIT Journal
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coding on the curriculum
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Is learning to code all it’s cracked up to be?

Since 2014, coding has been on the UK’s national curriculum
for both primary and secondary school pupils. This means
children as young as five are learning coding languages, a
scheme that many hope will tackle the well publicised “skills
gap” between the number of jobs in the UK engineering and
computing sector and the number of candidates capable of
filling them.
With rapid advancement in technology over the past
decade, the skills shortage in this sector is unsurprising. Even
for young adults in their twenties, computing lessons in
school were limited to basic word processing, spreadsheets
and learning to use technology that is already falling into
obsolescence.
Thankfully, learning to code is not just for the kids.
Over the past few years, we’ve been bombarded with an
endless stream of positive media coverage for coding and
programming. Whether it’s in school classrooms, workshops,
boot camps or online courses, everybody seems to be doing
it. In fact, a record number of people are now learning coding
languages.
Many are learning to make money — it’s no secret that
computer programmers can rake in the cash – others hope to
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What makes a great novelist,
musician or entrepreneur?
Without a doubt, there’s more
to success than the ability to
read and write, play a guitar
or think of a business idea.
Similarly, becoming a successful
computer programmer takes a
little more talent than merely
understanding how to write
code. Here, Carl Plant, CEO
of digital technology expert bITjAM explains why
learning to code is no shortcut to success in the world of
computer programming.

gain a competitive edge in today’s busy job market and some,
well, they just don’t want to get left behind. But is coding
really all it’s cracked up to be?
According to the former education sectary, Michael Gove,
the new “computing” curriculum will go far beyond the basic

learning to code isn’t just for kids
IT most of us will remember from school. The new format will
teach students not just how to use a computer, but also how
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a computer works and how to make it work for them. While
it’s true that understanding coding languages is a valuable
skill, it’s important that we aren’t dazzled by the headlines.
Media coverage is misleading many into thinking that
learning to code is all you need to know to succeed in the
digital job market, but I can promise you that’s not true.
Just a quick search online and you will find a plethora a
different coding courses and schools to learn the skill. In fact,
some promise to help students reach a professional standard
of coding in as little as eight weeks. Don’t get me wrong, a six
week boot camp will certainly teach you your Java from your
Ruby, but there’s a stark difference between having the ability
to code and becoming a successful programmer. Many of
these coding courses and boot camps will throw students in
at the deep end with the task of developing a generic website
or mobile app, but this isn’t how it works in the real world.

Writing code is just one element in a complex and creative
process. While it is valuable to understand how to write code,
if you’ve got nothing to create with that knowledge, how will
you ever succeed?
What’s important is not learning how to code, but
understanding how to put it into practice. A coding project
is essentially a blank canvas. Just like a novelist, musician or
entrepreneur, the job of a programmer is to create something
out of nothing, a process that relies on creativity, confidence
and a willingness to experiment.
Yes, some programmers do work solely as technical
support, but without creative ideas to fuel coding projects,
this newfound knowledge is going to waste.
Considering the changes to the national curriculum, it’s
likely that a large percentage of the UK population will be
digitally literate by 2020. As a result, the country will be
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flooded with a fresh batch of capable coders. To succeed in
this competitive market the programmer of the future must
become a master of researching, developing and presenting.
Ultimately, they must know how to create something
innovative that people actually want to use.
Aside from programming for websites and mobile apps,
it’s important not to lose sight of what else can be done
with knowledge of coding languages. The UK is the first
country in the world to make such an ambitious attempt
to get kids coding by adding it to the curriculum. But while
all UK students in primary and secondary education are
now learning this skill, it certainly doesn’t mean we are
set to become a nation of savvy computer programmers
and software engineers. The key to using this expanse of
coding knowledge is to apply it across all industries, not just
computing.
Similarly to the way most careers require basic literacy
and numeracy skills, in the future, the same will be said
for digital literacy. Coding knowledge will enable artists
and photographers to develop and manage their own
digital portfolios, allow future marketers to optimise their
promotional content for all platforms and sole traders to
develop and update their websites without the help of an
external developer. For everyone, a little coding knowledge
can go a long way.
In just a few years, coding has catapulted from a relatively
unknown career, often dismissed as something that only
computer whiz kids and technology buffs are capable of
understanding, to one of the most highly respected digital
skills for children and adults alike.
What’s important is that budding coders don’t lose touch
of reality. Basic coding knowledge shouldn’t be considered
as a sure fire way into the world of computer programming,
but understanding how to write code will certainly lay the
foundations to build something brilliant.
www.bitjam.org.uk
info@bitjam.org.uk
Bitjam is a Midlands based IT Solutions provider specialising in
content management systems, learning technologies, mobile
apps and data services
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new tools for teaching history
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Multimedia technology brings Cold War history to life
Brian Durrant, the MD of the
London Grid for Learning (LGfL),
introduces a new resource
designed to bring the cold war
to life
As the 21st century classroom
becomes more tech-savvy, with
blackboards replaced by interactive
screens and exercise books by
iPads, it is perhaps surprising to
learn that traditional textbooks are still heavily used in certain
subject areas. It is perhaps less of a surprise that one of the
subject areas still in need development in technology is
history.
As a ‘traditional’ subject, and one which stresses the
attainment of analytical and investigative skills, the use of
technology is often considered superfluous in teaching
history. Ofsted reports have shown that while achievement
in history remains relatively high in the UK, dependence
by teachers on set text books has limited learning in some
schools and failed to prepare students adequately for higher
education.
While the use of textbooks is of course still essential, by
introducing students to a greater range of mediums for
learning they are better prepared for conducting their own
investigative research, an essential skill in further education.
There is also cause for concern in the rising number of nonspecialist teachers now teaching in areas in which they have
little or no subject expertise, a trend which Ofsted reports is
likely to grow.

About London Grid for Learning
However there are some in the education industry who are
hoping to change this attitude to technology. Not-for-profit
the London Grid for Learning has been providing broadband
to schools in London since 2001. Now serving a community
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The Cold War includes 180 high-quality video clips filmed on location
at declassified military sites
of 2,500 schools, academies and local authorities, LGfL
helps schools to benefit from the ‘bulk buying’ of internet
connectivity, saving schools millions of pounds a year while
still providing a high-quality uncontended and symmetrical
fibre connection.
After serving schools across the capital for over a decade,

LGfL has now launched TRUSTnet, a similar rich and secure
service available to schools across the UK. Committed to
enhancing teaching through the use of technology, LGfL has
also enhanced its offering to provide schools with a range
of digital curriculum content on subjects as varied as maths,
physical education and PSHE. In response to the need for
resources for the history curriculum LGfL has also developed
a range of eresources specifically for this subject area,
combining specialist knowledge with progressive technology
such as newly developed augmented reality.
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The Cold War
The latest of these is LGfL’s resource The Cold War, which
aims to educate Key Stage 3 and 4 students on the causes and
events of the cold war.
Almost every UK student will be taught the cold war at
some point in their education, so it is vital that educators
have the right resources to support effective teaching. Using
a number of different media, The Cold War resource marks a
departure from dog-eared textbooks and chalk and talk. By
bringing technology into the teaching of history LGfL hopes
to encourage both students and teachers to view history in a

almost every UK student will be taught the cold war at some point in
their education, so it is vital that educators have the right resources
to support effective teaching
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new light, making it more dynamic and compelling.
Witnessing the fallout from a nuclear detonation is just one
of the many experiences presented in The Cold War resource.
Designed to bring this important period of history to
life, The Cold War includes 180 high-quality video clips
filmed on location at declassified military sites, as well as
high-resolution images of locations, personnel, maps and
previously classified documents. Further insight is provided
in the form of 13 augmented-reality objects which students
can use to access a 3D insider’s view of a nuclear bunker,
interactive maps of nuclear fallout across London and highaltitude jet intercepts. It all uses cutting edge technology,
while still remaining focused on teaching and learning.
Instrumental in helping to develop the resource is
renowned history curriculum author Ben Walsh. Having
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written best-selling books for GCSE modern world history, as
well as completing work for the National Archives, Walsh is
considered an expert on the national history curriculum.
Commenting on the new resource Walsh said, “The
new LGfL Cold War resource epitomises the best in online
resources for learning about history. It is packed with new
and exciting content which teachers or students could
not realistically access by any other means. This includes
input from academic historians, original documents and
even interviews with bestselling novelists and former Stasi
prisoners. This content is all packaged in helpful topic based
bundles with activities which will engage and challenge.”

Resources for teachers
The resource is split into eight logical sections, allowing
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students to easily access specific topics and information.
•
About the cold war: Introduces students to the topic
with key dates and leaders. This section also explains
that the cold war, rather than being a physical conflict,
was a conflict of ideologies. The main disputes over land,
economics, social structure and the election process are
explored before going into more detailed discussion on
the initial events which sparked the Cold War.
•
Leadership: This section introduces the two
superpowers, America and the USSR, who dominated the
cold war, with individual portfolios on the leaders who
represented both sides over the course of the conflict.
The ‘special relationship’ between Britain and the United
States is also discussed along with the events of the 1945
Yalta Conference.
•
Technology: The Arms Race between the USA and
USSR is explained, as well as the very real threat which
was faced with the development of the atom bomb.
The policy of MAD (Mutually Assured Destruction) is
explained along with the agreements between the two
sides which eventually led to the end of the Arms Race.
•
Espionage: The importance of spying is discussed
including the risks that were posed by the KGB, and ‘spyswaps’ which occurred at significant locations such as the
Glienecke Bridge. The technology used and intelligence
that was subsequently gathered by the spies is also
detailed.
•
Key events: This section explains the significance of
the many events from the Potsdam Conference, to the
construction of the Berlin Wall, to the Cuban Missile crisis.
•
The significance of Berlin: In this section the differences
between life in East and West Berlin is explained,
together with information about the many escapes
that were attempted from the east to the west. Political
resistance in the east is discussed as well as the
consequences for many of those who dared to speak out.
•
The end of the cold war: The events which led to the
end of Communism and collapse of the Berlin Wall are
related. The break-up of the USSR and re-unification of
Germany are also explained, before taking a look at the
East and West today.
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Image: Supplied by LGfL. The Cold War resource dashboard

new tools for teaching history

•

Recording History: This section discusses the way in
which history is recorded, looking at interviews, historic
places and propaganda. Students are encouraged to
consider the value of sources, as well as understanding
the difficulties of knowing who and what to believe.

Resources for teachers include lesson activity plans and
a resource bank which can be used by specialists to design
their own learning pathways or by non-subject specialists to
supplement existing knowledge.
Recommending the resource to teachers Dr Helen Fry has
also commented, “As a historian, it is exciting to see LGfL’s

Cold War resource incorporating material which schools
and teachers rarely have access to. By drawing on original
documents from the National Archives and unique interviews
with key personalities, the depth of learning is significantly
enhanced, as well as bringing history alive. The impressive
range of topics covered within the resource offers an insight
into how history is researched to become relevant for the
curriculum.”
www.lgfl.net
The Cold War resource: https://showcase.lgfl.org.uk/Summary_
page/Content/cold_war.aspx
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Digitisation of material protected by copyright
Paul Pedley is a Visiting
Lecturer at City University
and the author of a number of
books on copyright and legal
issues affecting information
professionals. He explains how,
in 2014, there was a significant
overhaul of the UK’s copyright
exceptions. This led to the
introduction of a number of
new exceptions as well as the
updating of a number of the exceptions that were
already in place. Indeed all but one of the “library
exceptions” were completely replaced with a series of
newly worded exceptions. He looks at the repercussions

•
•
•

Making works available through dedicated terminals
(CDPA 1988 s40B)
Preservation exception (CDPA 1988 s42)
Although it is important to point out that some of
these options are only available to certain types of
organisation.

In this article I want to consider one of the new exceptions
that became law in June 2014, the wording of which is
given below:
40B Libraries and educational establishments etc: making
works available through dedicated terminals
(1) Copyright in a work is not infringed by an institution
specified in subsection (2) communicating the work to

the public or making it available to the public by means of
a dedicated terminal on its premises, if the conditions in
subsection (3) are met.
(2) The institutions are:(a) a library,
(b) an archive,
(c) a museum, and
(d) an educational establishment.
(3) The conditions are that the work or a copy of the work—
(a) has been lawfully acquired by the institution,
(b) is communicated or made available to individual members
of the public for the purposes of research or private study,
and
(c) is communicated or made available in compliance with
any purchase or licensing terms to which the work is subject.”
Source: legislation.gov.uk, reproduced under the Open

Introduction
Even though it is now over a year since the copyright
exception changes took place, it is clear that there are people
in the library and information community who are looking for
clarification of just what the law now allows them to do.

I want to consider one of the new [copyright] exceptions that
became law in June 2014
At its October 2015 meeting, LACA (the Libraries and
Archives Copyright Alliance) discussed a request from
SCONUL for guidance and support in order to understand
the scope of new section 40B exception on making works
available through dedicated terminals.
Mass digitisation requires rights clearance on an item-byitem basis. The current legislative framework does provide
a number of options for lawfully digitising content, and
these include:
•
The orphan works exception (CDPA 1988 s44B)
•
Applying for an orphan works licence

Multimedia Information & Technology Volume 42 Number 1
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Government Licence v3 www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/
open-government-licence/version/3/
The definition of library which can be found in the Copyright
Designs and Patents Act 1988 section 43A makes clear that
the library exceptions (such as exception 40B on dedicated
terminals) are only for the benefit of publicly accessible notfor-profit libraries, museums, archives and the libraries of
educational establishments.
Librarians have been asking questions about precisely what
this new exception actually covers although I am not going
to be able to answer all of those questions in this article. For
example, people thinking about the scope of section 40B
have asked:
•
Does it apply to all types of copyright works?
•
Could a library digitise a book that is still in print?
•
Could the work be reproduced and accessed for
commercial and non-commercial purposes?
•
Would this allow a user to copy the digitised item to a
USB stick or to print out a complete copy of the work?
•
What is meant by the term “dedicated terminal”?

Exceptions
Before we go any further I should make absolutely clear that
I am not a lawyer, and that I am therefore not in a position to
give legal advice.
The first thing to say is that the Copyright Directive
(2001/29/EC) provides the possibility for member states of
the European Union to have an exception of this kind in their
national laws (see Article 5(3)(n) on dedicated terminals).
It isn’t mandatory, and even though we could have had
this sort of exception as long ago as 2003 (when the UK
implemented the Copyright Directive), the UK government
didn’t choose to take advantage of this particular optional
exception at that time.
UK copyright law has only included an exception for
making works available on dedicated terminals since June
2014 (through SI 2014/1372).
As far as trying to understand what would be permitted
under this exception we do have a recent judgment from
the European Court of Justice which provides a lot of
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useful guidance; although it is one brought in Germany,
and therefore a number of issues that it discusses are seen
through the lens of German as opposed to UK copyright
law — see Technische Universitat Darmstadt v Eugen Ulmer
C-117/13. The judgment does recognise the core mission
of publicly accessible libraries through the dissemination of
knowledge.

Commercial and non-commercial purposes
One of the questions I said that librarians were asking
was whether a work could be reproduced and accessed
for commercial and non-commercial purposes under this
exception. That is really a whole series of questions packed
into one. For a start, reproduction and access are two entirely
different things. As far as access is concerned, the whole
purpose of the exception is the act of making available. As
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far as reproduction is concerned, I would make a distinction
between copying done by the institution that is making use
of the exception and copying of the digitised work that is
done by a user of an information service.

a not-for-profit, publicly accessible library surely has to be able
to make a copy of a work under the exception, otherwise its ability to
make the work available would be rendered meaningless
or worthless
Paragraph 43 of the judgment in C-117/13 says that
“such a right of communication of works enjoyed by
establishments such as publicly accessible libraries covered
by Article 5(3)(n) of Directive 2001/29, within the limits of the
conditions provided for by that provision, would risk being
rendered largely meaningless, or indeed ineffective, if those
establishments did not have an ancillary right to digitise the
works in question,”
A not-for-profit, publicly accessible library surely has to be
able to make a copy of a work under the exception, otherwise
its ability to make the work available would be rendered
meaningless or worthless. However, I do not believe that the
exception gives library users the right to make a copy of the
digitised work under this particular exception.
The CJEU (Court of Justice of the EU) case was brought
in Germany, and must therefore be seen in that context.
In German law it is clear that this exception doesn’t serve
economic or commercial purposes, whether directly or
indirectly. The wording of the UK legislation does not
mention anything about commercial or non-commercial
purposes.
If, as I believe to be the case, the exception doesn’t cover
reproduction by users of the digitised material, it is hard to
see what they would be able to do specifically under this
exception which was for a commercial purpose without them
infringing copyright. Especially when users can only benefit
from the existence of the exception if they access the content
on the physical premises of the library.
The exception is only available where the digitised work
has been made available in compliance with any purchase or
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licensing terms to which the work is subject. In other words
it is not an absolute right, and it can be overridden by
contract or by a set of purchasing terms.
I have deliberately marked in bold text the phrase “… to
which the work is subject”, because what the Darmstadt
judgment makes plain is that if a library has a hard copy of a

work, but has not taken out a subscription to a digital version
which it has been offered, it can digitise its hard copy and
isn’t under any obligation to take out a subscription. The
limitation on licensing terms applies only if the library actually
has a licence.
The exception only covers making available through
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dedicated terminals on the library premises. However, the
leaked draft of the European Union’s plans for updating
the regulatory regime “Towards a modern, more European
copyright framework” (November, 2015) does draw attention
to the fact that it only applies to terminals on the library’s
physical premises thereby ruling out the ability to consult the
work(s) remotely. This would seem to suggest that remote
consultation could be permitted in the future.

the number of copies available at electronic reading points should
not be higher than the number held by the establishment because of
the need to satisfy the Berne three-step test
I do think that if libraries were to use the section 40B
exception extensively AND if they were in the future allowed
to give library users remote access to the digitised works that
it might well be the point at which rightsowners might well
want the courts to clarify the limits and scope of
the exception.

Limitations on numbers of copies?
The CJEU case pointed out that German copyright law limited
the number of copies of the digitised work that could be
available at any one time to no more than the number of print
copies held by the institution.
UK law doesn’t have an equivalent clause. However, I would
say that the number of copies available at electronic reading
points should not be higher than the number held by the
establishment because of the need to satisfy the Berne threestep test. If an institution bought a single copy of a heavily in
demand print publication, digitised this and made it available
to an unlimited number of simultaneous users, surely they
could be accused of trying to avoid paying for the multiple
print copies that they would have otherwise had to buy to
meet the needs of their users. And such an action would
be depriving the rightsowner of income that they would
normally expect to receive.
Because article 5(2)(c ) speaks of “specific acts of
reproduction” it rules out digitising the entire collection.
The problem is that at the moment it is unclear as to
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how much of a collection could be digitised. Paragraph 49
of the CJEU Darmstadt judgment talks of where “such an
act of reproduction is necessary for the purpose of making
those works available to users”. Meanwhile, in the press
release dated 5th June 2014 which looks at the Advocate
General’s opinion, it says “the Advocate General considers
that the directive does not prevent Member States from
granting libraries the right to digitise the books from their
collections, if their being made available to the public by
dedicated terminals requires it. That may be the case where
it is necessary to protect original works which, although still
covered by copyright, are old, fragile or rare. That may also be
the case where the work in question is consulted by a large
number of students and its photocopying might result in
disproportionate wear”.
Meanwhile, the Impact Assessment accompanying
statutory instrument 2014/1372 looks at the benefits of the
exception, saying: “Institutions and users were more prone
to talk of benefits in terms of access to works: either those too
fragile to handle without special training or already preserved

In summary, my understanding of the section 40B
exception is that:
- Not-for-profit publicly accessible libraries can digitise works
and make them available on the physical premises of the
library via dedicated terminals
- This can only be done if it is in compliance with any
licensing or purchasing terms to which the work is subject
- It would cover digitising part of a collection, but not an
entire collection
- It would not cover letting users copy the digitised work
onto a USB stick or printing out either part or the whole of
the work (but it might be possible under another exception
subject to the question of fair compensation)
- The exception does not specify anything about the
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commercial or non commercial purposes of the user
- Libraries have a right to digitise the books from their
collections if their being made available to the public by
dedicated terminals requires it (suggesting that there needs
to be a clear reason for undertaking the digitisation such as
- but not limited to - where a work is fragile, or to avoid wear
and tear on heavily in demand items).
Paul Pedley is a Visiting Lecturer at City University and the author
of a number of books on copyright and legal issues affecting
information professionals.
Paul’s most recent book, which was published by Facet at the end
of August 2015 is “Practical copyright for library and information
professionals”.

digitisation [in cases such as] where a work is fragile, or to avoid
wear and tear on heavily in demand items
digitally. Some respondents to consultation also cited
benefits of access by people with disabilities to digital copies.
These benefits are not reflected here to avoid any degree of
double-counting with the “Copyright exceptions for disabled
people” impact assessment. However, it is likely that access to
cultural archives through this exception would complement
and enhance the benefits of the broader exception for people
with relevant disabilities.”
The section 40B exception must not be used to justify
printing out the digitised work in part or in full, or storing it
on a USB stick to take the copies out of the library. That could
potentially be covered by another exception, in particular
pursuant to the private copying exception provided for in
Article 5(2)(b) (or it could be done under Article 5(2)(a)), both
of those instances refer to the rights holder receiving fair
compensation.
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Privacy and security on the internet
Internet consultant and trainer,
Phil Bradley, gave a fascinating
after dinner talk at the 2015
MMIT Conference in September.
We asked him to write it up to
share with the MmIT Journal
audience
Introduction
We continually see articles in the press about how dangerous
the internet is, and how our privacy and security is being
attacked on all sides. It’s certainly true that there are criminals
out there, and it’s also true that lots of websites track you, but
how big an issue is this?
If you’re concerned about your security, what if I told you
that there’s an app that you’re probably already using, and it
would potentially have the following information on you:
•
Your address — no big deal there of course, but they
could then find out how much my house is worth, and
probably how much I paid for it, and when
•
Your phone number — even if I didn’t get it to them (and
I probably did) it’s going to be easy enough to get
•
Your age — fairly closely, though if I’m ever asked for my
birth date I give it a year or so out
•
Your gender. Pretty easy, given your name.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

If you are an alcoholic
Ethnic background
If you have got pets
If you live on my own, or have children
If you do have children, how old they are
How often you have friends over
If you’re vegetarian or not
Your religion
If you have a car
If you prefer a shower or bath
How often you shower or bathe

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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What you like to read
What you like to watch on television, which channels and
when
(Potentially) your sexual activity and sexual preference
Your hobbies
Your disposable income
Your friends’ birthdays
If your parents are alive or not
How many children you know, or are close to, and their
ages
Size of your house
If you have a garden, and how large it is

we are going to be living in an all seeing, always-on ‘sensornet’

Now, that’s all basic stuff. Let’s see what else they can work
out.
•
Marital status
•
If you are dating someone, with (potentially) a rough
indication as to their age
•
Physical appearance
•
If you have any medical conditions
•
Any allergies
•
Drug-related issues
•
How healthy you are
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•
•

How susceptible you are to advertising
If you go on holiday, and probably where and when...

Now, I could go on, but that gives a little bit of a flavour of
the kind of information that you’re giving this app. Does that
make you uncomfortable? If it does, then I suggest that you
stop using your supermarket loyalty card, because that’s the
‘app’ I was thinking of. What you buy, and by extension where
you go on the internet tells people a huge amount about you.

The potential future
Of course, we can’t know what the internet of the future will
be like, but we can take a good guess. Google’s chairman
and ex-CEO Eric Schmidt was asked about the future of the
web during a panel at the World Economic Forum in Davos,
Switzerland.
“I will answer very simply that the internet will disappear,”
Schmidt replied. “There will be so many IP addresses … so
many devices, sensors, things that you are wearing, things
that you are interacting with that you won’t even sense it.
It will be part of your presence all the time. Imagine you
walk into a room, and the room is dynamic. And with your
permission and all of that, you are interacting with the things
going on in the room.”
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He’s talking about the so called ‘Internet of things’ where
things such as fridges, toasters, cars, traffic lights and so on
will be connected to the internet, working in the background
keeping us warm, safe and well fed. By 2020 Gartner
estimates that about 25 billion items will be connected
to the internet, feeding information back and forth and
interacting with each other. Connected cars, connected
homes, wearables with connected people, smartphones
with embedded sensors turning our pocket computers into
increasingly sensory mobile data nodes.

like it or not, your privacy is being reduced every single day
Walk into a shop — get a personalised greeting, with
tailored advertising. Facebook beacons are already available
in the United States, ready for businesses to work with your
smartphone and account to provide you with information
about the business. Moreover, Facebook recognises 80 per
cent of photos without facial features, and you can now be
identified by your gait.
Like it or not, your privacy is being reduced every
single day, and we have all of the technologies that we
need already; credit and debit cards, the web, motorway
transceivers, email, our social networks and so on
— we’re already leaving huge digital trails behind
us. And if you think ‘well, it’s not an issue for me,
since I don’t use things like Facebook’ it doesn’t
make much difference if your friends are using it,
as they may well write about you in passing. All of
that data is stored up.
We are going to get to the stage where the
internet cannot be switched off, as it were. The
sheer number of devices involved means that we
cannot pull the plug; we are going to be living in
an all seeing, always-on ‘sensornet’.
The more automation we desire, the less user
control we are going to have. Connected objects
are going to gather environmental intelligence,
they will talk to each other, share content in the
cloud — for example, if you are into photography,
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then our connected devices will talk to each other, pull
photographs from your public collections and share them
with me and vice versa.
This is the real aim for search engines such as Google. The
more content that it can harvest, the more data it’s going to
be able to gather together, package up and sell
to companies who in turn want to sell you stuff. Google wants
search to become predictive, because if it and its marketing
arm can understand what you want, when you want it, and
ideally before you want it, they can influence your real-time
intentions.
Google chairman, Eric Schmidt, said, “we know where you
are. We know where you’ve been. We can more or less know
what you’re thinking about”.
DuckDuckGo founder, Gabriel Weinberg, said, “As long as
you can tie searches together and you keep any shred of the
information, any personal information that can tie things back
to you, is not truly private.”

The ‘Right to be forgotten’ fiasco
As you’re doubtless aware, some individuals don’t like the
idea that their past is available on search engines and laid
bare with a mouse click. The ‘right to be forgotten’ ruling
allows individuals to approach search engines and request
that links to specific webpages with information about them
are removed.
Please note that the page itself isn’t deleted from the
web — just the search engine link to it, so the data is still
there. There are lots of problems with this of course, simply
by switching to the .com version of a search engine the links
are once again available. However, it also means that we
(individuals and the courts have handed over huge power
to search engine companies) they decide what is and is not
made available, and it is at their whim to decide if a webpage
link to say a driving conviction is kept or deleted.
Moreover, countries such as France and Russia have their
own ideas as to what should or should not be allowed,
leaving search engines to try and pick and choose between
national legal frameworks.
We can’t do very much about this at the technological
level — it will simply happen. However, that doesn’t mean
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that we have to give up. Technology is just a tool that we can
use, and just because it’s possible it doesn’t mean that it’s
inevitable. We need to decide how we want the data to flow,
or how to block it, and we have to create regulatory systems
with people who clearly understand how this dense network
of objects erodes our privacy. We need to have a much more
clear sighted view of what is possible, what can happen, and
how we can — once we can comprehend it — control the
processing of our personal information.

Searching the web
Google provides an easy to use tool to allow users to see

their search histories, and to delete material. It’s useful to
Google, but has the potential to be misused by hackers for
identity theft.
You can delete your history, or you can choose to use a
different search engine such as DuckDuckGo or Ixquick aka
Startpage. You are sacrificing easy of use and accurate results
for privacy.
Change your web browser. Move across to Ghostery, which
is a free browser, and it allows you to see a list of trackers on a
webpage, and you can then turn them off. Alternatively, use
the TOR browser instead.
You can use a virtual private network, or VPN. A VPN inserts
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an intermediary server between you and the site you’re
connecting to—if someone is looking now, all they’ll see is a
connection from the VPN server to the site on the other end.
Your connection to the VPN server is encrypted, concealing
your identity.
Use Adblocking software. Controversial, since ads are
what make the internet work. However, blocking ads means
no cookies, no tracking information, no malware. If you still
want to use your traditional browser, then you can add in
various different plug ins, such as Privacy Badger, which
has been released by the Electronic Frontier Foundation. It
automatically blokes hidden trackers that otherwise spy on
your browsing habits.

don’t use Gmail, which monitors the contents of your messages
Blur, produced by Abine keeps your passwords, payments
and privacy secure.
HTTPS Everywhere and Disconnect Search are two really
good plugs in for your browsers (Firefox and Chrome).
Email – install Pretty Good Privacy, or some other method
of encrypting mail. Altneratively there are tools such as
Hushmail, Vaultlet and Enigmal.
Don’t use Gmail, which monitors the contents of your
messages. The system alerted the authorities to a man who
was trading child abuse images, but they can also scan the
content of your messages to better target adverts at you.
Encrypt your chats and IMs. With tools such as Adium or
Pidgin. Another example is Cryptocat, a web app that allows
you to create an encrypted chat on the fly and invite others to
join it by sending a link. After an hour of inactivity, your chats
are wiped. It’s one of the easiest ways to encrypt a chat, you
don’t need to download anything, and the browser extension
lets you fire it up with a click.
Very little to be done with the metadata on your phone.
This is information such as phone numbers you’ve called, how
long the calls were, which towers were used during the call,
the location of the recipient etc.
Keep your social life private. Facebook collects so much
information they have shadow profiles of people who have
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not joined Facebook, simply by collating information from
other users contacts. If you don’t like what Facebook does
with your information your choices are limited to not using it.

Threats to our liberty
Let’s go back to the comment I wrote a little earlier: ‘we
have to create regulatory systems with people who clearly
understand how this dense network of objects erodes our
privacy’.
The government is reintroducing the Investigatory Powers
bill this autumn to redefine the parameters and regulations
under which the security services can keep a check on
what we do. Some will view this as a sensible precaution,
designed to keep us safe from terrorists etc, while others
are concerned about the fact that the Bill seeks to introduce
mass surveillance of our internet connection records, without
warrants.
This is clearly not the place to go into detail about the
political rights and wrongs of this Bill, but it’s something that
we all need to be aware of, and to closely monitor how it
develops.
The government is arguing that it’s becoming impossible
to keep tabs on terrorists and international crime gangs
since it’s very easy to evade surveillance at the moment. The
Prime Minister made his viewpoint very clear back in January
when he said “In our country, do we want to allow a means
of communication between people which we cannot read?
... My answer to that question is ‘no, we must not’. If I am
prime minister, I will make sure it is a comprehensive piece
of legislation that makes sure we do not allow terrorist safe
spaces to communicate with each other.”

systems that are produced will need to be produced in the UK
or stopped at the border to check that the software installed
is acceptable to the British Government.
Any visitors will have to have their laptops checked. Any
smartphones will need to be handed in at the border. Not
much of an incentive to tourists.
We’re not talking about strange esoteric resources either –
Google Mail, Facebook messenger, Snapchat, What’sApp etc.
Now, if Microsoft chose to go along with the government,

the government is reintroducing the Investigatory Powers bill this
autumn to redefine the parameters and regulations under which the
security services can keep a check on what we do
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they’d need to create their UK version of software and have
it installed on all UK based machines. Of course, if you can
create software to disabled banned tools, you can create
software to override the ban and so on.
Any free or open source operating systems which allow
people to take and modify source code would also need to
be banned, otherwise people could very easily create their
own communication and encryption systems. Moreover,
any website that provided people with details on how to
do that would have to be banned as well. Software that
allowed people to use the ‘dark web’ or to browse in privacy
would also have to go onto a banned list as well. This runs
into literally millions of sites and resources. Browsers such as
TOR would need to be banned, which actually reduces our

How does that work in practice?
Companies such as Facebook and Google will have to ensure
that there’s a ‘backdoor’ into their systems to allow them to
decrypt and provide the police with any messages that they
want to see. Like leaving a window open in your house to
allow the police ease of access to see if you’ve been burgled.
Assume it’s possible — we have a two tier system with
Apple, Facebook and Google producing code that’s country
specific. US and Europe won’t agree to that. So any computer
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personal control and liberty to do what we want, when we
want to.
Let’s go on… People have access to USB memory sticks,
and these can hold all of the software needed to encrypt
messages. So not only would visitors to the country need
to hand over their laptops, tablets and smartphones they’d
also need to do the same with any USB sticks, Raspberry
Pi computers and so on. Of course, that’s going to be
impossible, so the next stage would be to physically redesign
computers not to accept USB sticks, and to ensure that, like
iPhones they can only run appropriate software which has
been inspected and signed off as ‘safe’ by Ofcom.
At this point we are looking at state sanctioned computers

and software, and nothing else. There are other implications
as well. Companies that are currently working in the UK are
not going to take kindly to the government telling them that
they have to make their encrypted systems less than secure.
There’s no such thing as ‘slightly less encrypted’ – it’s akin to
saying ‘a little bit dead’. If they are unable to guarantee the
safety of their clients data in the UK, they are going to leave
and work abroad. So far from Britain being a leading edge

as information professionals I believe that we have an important role
in monitoring and informing people about the issues; but hopefully
in as public a way as possible!
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country in this field with a stroke it would be at the end of a
very long and dark cul-de-sac.
Now, it may be argued, after all of this, that it’s a price
worth paying to ensure that we are safe from terrorist activity.
However, that’s not going to happen. If terrorists, criminals,
teenage computer experts and the like want to talk to each
other, they will always find a way of doing it. Stopping people
from doing something like this is always going to be reactive;
once an encryption method has been discovered and banned
in some way the horse will already have bolted, the messages
will have been sent and the damage done. The only people
who will be hurt or inconvenienced by these methods are the
average computer user on the street.
Once again, it’s worth making the point that at this
moment, we don’t know what is going to happen with
the Investigatory Powers Bill, but the foregoing is a fairly
straightforward and logical set of assumptions based on the
idea of giving control of our communications to the security
services.

Summary
The situation that we are in at the moment therefore is one of
confusion. On the one hand, we want to keep our privacy and
security. On the other hand, in order to fully get the most out
of the internet in the future we are going to have to sacrifice a
lot of that privacy and security. The government also wants to
keep us safe, but again, at what cost?
In truth, there is no single answer — each of us has to
decide for ourselves on where we draw a line. For some, it’s
by not using commonly available software, social networks
and search engines, and by encrypting everything they do.
Others take a far more relaxed attitude.
Both views, and all in between can be justified, as long as
you are aware of what is and isn’t possible, and what is being
proposed for the future. As information professionals I believe
that we have an important role in monitoring and informing
people about the issues; but hopefully in as public a way as
possible!
Phil can be contacted on: philb@philb.com
His website is: www.philb.com
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The digital divide in the post-Snowden era
Ian Clark is a subject librarian in
HE, interested in communication
technology, the digital divide
and co-operative models of
service provision. He’s a cofounder of the public library
advocacy campaign Voices
for the Library, the Radical
Librarians Collective and
Informed. Following his talk at
MMIT Group’s AGM, he writes for
us on the role of information professionals in facilitating
access to information and ideas for all
Back in 2004, the Chartered Institute for Library and
Information Professionals (CILIP) published their Ethical
Principles for library and information professionals. Amongst
many of its principles was the commitment to “the defence,
and the advancement, of access to information, ideas and
works of the imagination” (CILIP 2012). This followed its
endorsement, in 2000, of the Council of Europe’s declaration
that users should be able to “decide for themselves what they
should, or should not, access” and those providing the service
must “respect the privacy of users and treat knowledge of
what they have accessed or wish to access as confidential”
(Council of Europe 2000).
Privacy of the information the user has accessed is
paramount and the profession must do what it can to ensure
that such access is not impeded. But do our stated ethical
beliefs and our desire to commit to access to information and
ideas stand up to scrutiny in the modern era?
The disclosures by Edward Snowden in 2013 have had a
significant impact upon the way we view the internet. Rather
than a tool that facilitates freedom of expression and creation,
it has increasingly emerged as a tool enabling extensive state
surveillance and the control and management of individuals.
It was clear, as if there was ever any doubt, that our activities
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online were monitored by governments, including data
collected by large corporations (Greenwald et al, 2013;
Leopold, 2014; MacAskill, 2013).
Discussions around surveillance are often linked to
Jeremy Bentham’s Panopticon prison design. Bentham was
influenced by his brother on his return from Russia to design
a prison with cells arranged around an outer wall with an
observation tower in the centre (Foucault 1977).
The design enabled the guards to be able to look into any
of the cells at any one time, whilst the prisoners were unable
to view the guards. Michel Foucault, in his work Discipline
and Punish argued that the consequence of Bentham’s
Panopticon was the “automatic functioning of power”, that is
that the prisoners were disciplined without the need for any
action to be taken against them (Foucault 1977). There was
no need for the guards to exercise power as the prisoners
were managed by the belief that they could be seen.
This “management” aspect of surveillance is also picked
up by David Lyon, a respected figure in the surveillance
studies community, who defines surveillance as the “focused,
systematic and routine attention to personal details for
purposes of influence, management, protection or direction”
(Lyon 2007).

The start of state surveillance
Of course, state surveillance is nothing new. Governments
have always sought to engage in varying degrees of
surveillance in order to minimise “threats”.
In 1913, for example, the UK government ordered that
photographs be taken of all known suffragette prisoners in
order to limit their activities upon release (Casciani 2003).
In 1967, the President of the United States ordered for the
surveillance of domestic dissident groups in the wake of the
assassination of Martin Luther King Jr (Richards 2013).
However, surveillance hasn’t been pursued as a strategy
by the state without hesitation. In the same year as the
President ordered surveillance of domestic dissident

do our stated ethical beliefs and our desire to commit to access to
information and ideas stand up to scrutiny in the modern era?
groups following the assassination of Martin Luther King
Jr, the President’s Commission on Law Enforcement and
Administration of Justice warned:
“In a democratic society privacy of communication is
essential if citizens are to think and act creatively and
constructively. Fear or suspicion that one’s speech is
being monitored by a stranger, even without the reality
of such activity, can have a seriously inhibiting effect
upon the willingness to voice critical and constructive
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ideas.” (President’s Commission on Law Enforcement and
Administration of Justice 1967)
As Lyon and Foucault had observed, the use of surveillance
as a tool manages and influences individuals. This may
influence individuals not to threaten the state or fellow
citizens, or it might inhibit their willingness to explore ideas
and act as critical members of society.

Information and intellectual enquiry
The ability to seek out information freely and without
impediment is crucial in a democratic society and as
librarians we have a key role in providing that space to enable
intellectual enquiry. As Zygmunt Bauman, another key figure
in the study of surveillance, observes:
“Democracy expresses itself in a continuous and relentless
critique of institutions; democracy is an anarchic, disruptive

one cannot expect individuals to both know how to use encryption
technologies and understand which tools are appropriate to use
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element inside the political system: essentially, a force for
dissent and change. One can best recognize a democratic
society by its constant complaints that it is not democratic
enough.” (2001: 55)
To enable those complaints and critiques that mark out
a society as democratic, individuals must be given the
space to explore and seek out new ideas. If that space for
intellectual enquiry is not available, then individuals are not
able to engage in the democratic process. As librarians with
an ethical duty to ensure individuals can access information
privately, accepting the right to do so confidentially, we
clearly have a duty to provide such a space.
Online encryption technologies are crucial in ensuring
such a space is available for individuals to both seek out
information and to communicate with others. Unfortunately,
much of the political establishment in the United States and
the UK are hostile to the use of such technologies. Shortly
after the terrorist attacks in Paris last year, the head of the CIA,
John Brennan, argued that this served as a warning about the
danger of allowing encryption technologies to exist (Brennan
et al. 2015). The fact that there was
no evidence of the use of such
technologies didn’t appear to be
factored into his criticisms (O’Neill
2016).
Furthermore, there have been
those that have argued that
Snowden’s revelations have
heightened awareness of online
encryption technologies amongst
terrorists. Once more, however,
experts on the so-called “Dark
Web” have found that no such
evidence of an upsurge in usage
of such technologies has occurred
(Flashpoint Partners 2014).
The UK government appears to
be particularly keen on limiting the
availability of private spaces online.
Both the Karma Police and Tempora
programs have led to the mass
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collection of data (Shubber 2013; Gallagher 2015).
David Cameron has been particularly hostile to the use of
encryption technologies, arguing that there should be no
means of communication that the government cannot access.
Furthermore, the requirement of the Draft Investigatory
Powers Bill underline the extent to which people’s online
activity will be exposed to interrogation by the state. As for
encryption technologies, the Prime Minister has made it clear
that, as far as he is concerned, no communications between
individuals should be conducted in private (Temperton 2015).
This raises important questions for us. If we are to accept
that the privacy of our users must be respected and that
“knowledge of what they have accessed or wish to access”
should be treated confidentially, how does this sit with
the desire of the state to obtain information about the
information we are seeking out and our communications?
Does the collection of such data in our libraries, on our library
computers, not contravene our commitment to maintain the
privacy of our users? If so, how do we tackle this?

Intellectual freedom just for informed individuals?
As with all other aspects of technology, one cannot expect
individuals to both know how to use encryption technologies
and understand which tools are appropriate to use.
Encryption technologies are not necessarily easy to use
and without the knowledge of which tools to use, individuals
will not be in a position to protect themselves. Those with
social (a network of skilled support), economic (the means
to purchase equipment) and cultural capital (ability to invest
time to improve skills) are at significant advantage. Given that
this enables a degree of democratic engagement (to freely
explore ideas and critique the status quo) that those without
cannot achieve, there are clearly implications for the state of
our democracy.
If only those with capital are able to explore, to engage
and to critique, then the democratic system will be skewed
in their favour. Those that do not have the ability to engage
and critique democracy freely and without impediment will
therefore be excluded from the democratic process.
The current state of the digital divide indicates the extent
to which support is needed to ensure that citizens can seek
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and obtain information freely and securely, without fear of
a breach of their intellectual privacy. The Office for National
Statistics (ONS), for example, identifies the extent to which
skills and cost are impediments to people getting online.
According to the latest data, 31 percent of those that have
never been online say the reason they have never been online
is a lack of skills, whereas 14 percent say cost of equipment
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and 12 percent access costs are why they have never been
online. It is particularly stark for the most disadvantaged in
society (Office for National Statistics 2015). Of those that lack
the basic skills, 69% are from the C2DE social group (BBC
Learning 2014).
This raises serious concerns in terms of democracy. Those
with the skills to use the internet effectively, to utilise more

advanced tools such as encryption technologies and to
protect their internet activity from state or corporate eyes,
will be better equipped to “think and act constructively”, to
gather the information they require to critique institutions
and the political system. Those who lack that ability,
who don’t have the skills to use the internet to the fullest
extent, will find themselves exposed to state and corporate
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surveillance, limiting their ability to conduct intellectual
enquiry and putting themselves at risk.

Information professionals must help reduce inequity
Given the ethical position taken by CILIP and IFLA, it is
incumbent on us as information professionals to level that
playing field and ensure that it is not only the most privileged
in our society that can securely and privately seek out
information that challenges the status quo.
In the United States there have already been moves to
challenge this inequity. The efforts of Alison Macrina and
the Library Freedom Project in particular have been key to
tackling the inequality of online privacy (Burns 2015). Training
members of the public and helping to establish the use of
tools such as the Tor Browser (a browser that provides the
user with a high degree of privacy when online) in a public
library, Macrina’s Library Freedom Project has highlighted
the need for library and information professionals to help

31 percent of those that have never been online say the reason they
have never been online is a lack of skills, whereas 14 percent say cost
of equipment and 12 percent access costs are why they have never
been online
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ensure that citizens can access information confidentially
(Doyle-Burr 2015). These efforts have been picked up
by both the American Library Association (ALA) and the
International Federation of Library Associations (IFLA) who
have both engaged in greater efforts to raise awareness of
online privacy and encryption technologies (ALA Office for
Intellectual Freedom 2015; IFLA 2015).
To date no comparable activities have taken place in UK
libraries to protect intellectual privacy. Indeed, in terms of
public libraries, recent moves to encourage private sector
support to develop online skills have made such efforts less
likely to take place. The Barclays Digital Eagles scheme, for
example, has a heavy emphasis on encouraging individuals to
use commercial products such as Google and other popular
online tools that do not offer the privacy and security of tools
such as Tor (for browsing), DuckDuckGo (for searching) and
Signal or an email service that uses the OpenPGP (Pretty
Good Privacy) standard (communications) (Barclays 2015).
The side effect of encouraging such software is that signing
individuals up for a Google account then directing them to
the Barclays website leads to the increased likelihood of being
served Barclays’ ads direct to the user’s inbox (Google 2015).
The question is, is it possible for UK libraries and librarians
to replicate the work of the
Library Freedom Project? It is
undoubtedly more difficult in
the UK to pursue such actions.
Unlike the United States, we do
not have a strong cultural sense
of the importance of freedom
of expression. Whereas the US
enshrines such values in its
constitution by way of the First
Amendment, there is no such
equivalent in the UK. Whilst the
First Amendment does not open
doors unconditionally, it is a
lever by which pressure can be
applied — and one that librarians
have successfully utilised in the
past (Pollack 2006). Furthermore,
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whilst the Federal government provides funding, it doesn’t
superintend library services as
the British government does (CILIP 2013).
A government hostile to privacy technologies (as stated
by the Prime Minister) is unlikely to allow a service that it
oversees to provide online security training that contravenes
its wish to limit the use of such technologies. However,
this should not limit the use of tools such as DuckDuckGo,
which provides greater security of an individual’s internet
search history, or the use of ad blockers and other such
privacy enhancing tools. Furthermore, whilst libraries that
are superintended by the government may find it difficult
to teach the necessary skills to protect intellectual privacy,
those that aren’t subject to state oversight may find there
is scope to support the intellectual privacy of individuals.
Libraries independent of state oversight may find that there is
potential to raise awareness of encryption technologies and
provide support in their use.
Although the encouragement of the use of tools that
protect intellectual privacy will not be easy in an environment
where there is outright hostility from the state, we do need
to recognise that the protection of intellectual privacy is
fundamental to the ethical framework in which we work. It
is, therefore, essential to seek and identify ways in which we
can hold true to our commitment to ensure the intellectual
privacy of our users. There are steps that we can take now
to ensure this, and there are others that will need us as a
profession to come together to find ways to make happen.
What we can surely all agree on, is that individuals must
be free to seek out information, to inform and educate
themselves, freely and without impediment. The challenge
for us is to ensure that we enable this right to the fullest
possible extent.
Ian can be contacted on ijclark@infoism.co.uk
Read more about privacy in Louise Cooke’s article “Importance
of users’ privacy in library public internet access”, MmIT Journal,
Nov 2015 Vol 41, No 4 & about digital inclusion in Helen Milner’s
article “Why libraries are vital to closing the digital divide” in the
same issue. Phil Bradley’s article “Privacy and security on the
internet” also covers some of these issues and highlights tools
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Ethical challenges of using Twitter as a data source
Wasim Ahmed is a research
professional studying for a
PhD at the Health Informatics
Research Group, Information
School, University of Sheffield.
He highlights some of the
challenges of social media
research, in particular Twitter
Introduction
Twitter boasts 316 million monthly active users with 500
million tweets per day, and now with more and more
people tweeting and posting about events; Twitter is being
increasingly used with research across a number of fields.
In the last issue of the MmIT journal I looked at some of the
software that can be used to capture and analyse Twitter
data. In this article I examine some of the issues that can
arise when using Twitter data and/or social media data more
generally within research.
Obtaining Twitter data does not require any advanced
programming or computer science skills. However, there
are often specific challenges to using social media data in
academic research, and in particular Twitter data, which social
scientists may face for the very first time.
Although, it may appear that some of the issues for
example, of sampling and representability are only applicable
to social media. It is important to note that these have been
contentious issues in social science for decades.
The paragraphs below list some of the challenges that may
be faced when using Twitter as a data source in academic
research.
Ethical issues: In collecting and retrieving data to form large
datasets it may not be possible to obtain informed consent
from all of the participants, simply due to the volume of
tweets retrieved. In these cases it may be best perform an
aggregate analysis of tweets, so as to not draw attention to
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obtaining Twitter data does not require any advanced programming or computer science skills... there are often specific challenges to using
social media data in academic research, and in particular Twitter data, which social scientists may face for the very first time
particular Twitter users. There are also ethical issues if you
decide to reproduce tweets in an academic publication,
which have to be handled with care especially concerning
tweets related to sensitive topics i.e. obtaining consent before
disclosing user IDs or tweets.
Legal issues: Sharing of datasets is prohibited under Twitter’s
API Terms of Service, however, researchers can share the

tweet identification numbers, associated with each tweet,
which can be used by other researchers to obtain Twitter
datasets. If, for any reason, it is not possible to share tweet
IDs then sharing the keywords and retrieval time of the data,
may allow researchers to obtain a similar dataset. It may be
best therefore to publish a list of keywords used to retrieve
Twitter data within an Appendix, so to allow other researchers
to retrieve similar datasets. There may also be specific
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requirements for producing tweets within a publication i.e.,
following Twitter’s guidelines.
Retrieving datasets: Use of certain keywords or hashtags
may not retrieve all of the data related to a topic. It may help
that when brainstorming search queries that as many queries
as feasible as possible are selected, and that this dataset
is filtered for non-relevant keywords after data-retrieval.
This is because missing certain keywords or hashtags could
introduce a systematic bias which would lead to a biased
sample. Datasets are also likely to be limited by the language
that is used to retrieve data, for example, using the English
keyword ‘Ebola’ to retrieve data related to the Ebola epidemic
will not gather data from other countries tweeting about
Ebola which may use a different keyword i.e. a different
language.
Cost: Twitter data costs a lot of money,
and if it has not been possible to retrieve
or set up a system to retrieve Twitter data
within 7 days of a topic of interest, then it
becomes difficult to obtain the data. This
is because using the free API ecosystem
it is only possible to retrieve Twitter data
going back in time 7 days.
However, it is possible to obtain
this data using a licensed reseller of
Twitter data. Historical Twitter data can
range from not that expensive, to very
expensive depending on both the query
and time of retrieval. It may never be
feasible to examine a year’s worth of
Twitter data as it will always be cheaper
to look at 24 days rather than 365. One
recommendation is to use purposeful
or systematic sampling. So for example,
examining the last day and first day of
every month or the 7th and 21st day of
every other month.
Representivity: Twitter users are not
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representative of the national offline population, Twitter
users are not even representative of internet users, and most
strikingly Twitter data is not representative of Twitter users.
This is because not all Twitter users will tweet on a topic of
interest, for example, during the Ebola epidemic of last year
not all Twitter users would post a tweet related to Ebola. It is
also important to remember that it is not always individuals
that may be tweeting but also, organisations, and those in
a non-personal capacity, for instance journalists. Moreover,
the data that Twitter produces does not reflect Twitter users,
as often a small number of vocal accounts account for a

historical Twitter data can range from not that expensive, to very
expensive depending on both the query and time of retrieval
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significant proportion of any given dataset.
Spam: There is a large amount of link-baiting in popular
hashtags (i.e. tweets designed for the users to click to be
taken to a non-relevant website), and popular topics on
Twitter can attract a large amount of spam. It may even be
difficult to ascertain whether a user is real or a fictitious. Often
fictitious accounts are set up either to (artificially) increase
other users followers (celebrities, or politicians), but are also
sold in retweet or favourite packages to feign popularity —
where a large amount of users will retweet or favourite a user
in large amounts. The extent to which Twitter contains fake
accounts, retweets, and favourites is not known exactly, but
the fact that these packages are available for cheap and can
be found via a Google search suggests that they are popular
among users.
This article has provided an overview
of some of the challenges that can
arise when using Twitter data within
a research project. However, there
are most likely methodological issues
around using social media data, in
particular Twitter data, within research
that at this time are not known.
Therefore, caution should be urged
when drawing inferences from Twitter
data in-and-within itself in this emerging
field.

Wasim can be contacted on: wahmed1@
sheffield.ac.uk and Twitter @was3210
He blogs at: https://wasimahmed1.
wordpress.com/
Wasim’s previous article, “Can Twitter
data help your research project?”
appeared in MmIT Journal, Nov 2015 Vol
41, No 4 .
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Facebook tips
Facebook is one of the most popular social media tools to
communicate images, videos or textual information with
users.
Here are some of my favourite features you can use with
Facebook Pages:

Instant Replies
Most of us are juggling many different communication
methods, so something which allows you to send an
automated response to a message can prove useful. Handle
with care, however, and ensure a human follows up with a
personalised message as soon as possible.
To turn on ‘Instant Replies’, go to ‘Edit Settings’ on your
Page. In the Messaging Tab, select ‘Turn on Instant Replies’
and then type in the ‘Instant Reply’ message you’d like
someone to receive. Make sure you tick the box to ‘Turn on
Instant Replies’ as you can’t type in your message text until
you’ve done that.
You also have the option to ‘Add Personalization’ — such as
your own website URL. You only have 250 characters to play
with, so the text has to be fairly short.

Photo Carousels and Slideshows
Facebook Pages allow you to go beyond simply inserting a
single photo or video into your post. You can:
•
Create a Photo Album from multiple photos
•
Create a Photo Carousel, a scrolling carousel with a link
•
Create a Slideshow, effectively a video using between 3
and 7 photos.
With the Photo Carousel, enter a website address (including
http:), select the images from the site you’d like to have
appear, write your message above and click ‘Publish’.

Scheduling posts
When you create your post, you don’t have to publish it
immediately. So if you want to schedule posts in advance, you
can, by clicking on the drop down arrow next to ‘Publish’, and
you’ll see the option to ‘Schedule’, ‘Backdate’ or ‘Save Draft’.

Catherine Dhanjal is
Director of TheAnswer Ltd,
PR and Marketing Services
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Bulbh — light with a cause

Image: © Bulbh website

Kickstarter is a new model for funding projects that has led to
many successful product launches in recent years. Well, now
there is another, Bulbh, where a young Bangalore inventor
has created a coin-sized micro-USB powered 1.2 watt white
LED bulb, known as the Bulbh. It emits twice the usual light
than a one-watt compact fluorescent light (CFL) bulb. It
emits up to 130 lumens of light as compared to the normal
60 lumens per watt of a CFL and 15 lumens per watt of an
incandescent lamp.
Typical uses expected for the Bulbh are as an emergency
light, a cycle light, night light, in wardrobes, for photography,
or as a helmet light. It can be powered by any micro-USB
chord that can be connected to a power source such as a
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LG 360 VR
VR will be a mass consumer product. It will of course find
professional niche areas such as gaming, movies, navigation,
medicine, psychology, online shopping and more. The
IT giants know this is a consumer product for the next
generation. Google’s forming of a new Virtual Reality division
makes sense. Virtual Reality is the future. It is a no-brainer for
those in the tech industry. Proper VR (not the poorer cheaper
augmented reality devices) does what is says on the tin – it
deceives us into becoming immersed in a virtual world.
The entire world and their grandmother will be spending
extraordinary amounts of their lives online in the days ahead
yet there are limitations to the sensory experience which
comes with that interaction with a keyboard and 2D screen.
LG have just released their LG 360 VR, a virtual reality
headset announced alongside the LG G5 at Mobile World
Congress 2016 in Barcelona. VR is one of the hottest
technologies on display this year. This LG 360 VR headset is
different to many as it is actually tethered to the LG G5 via the
USB Type-C cable. Many others differ in that you place your
phone into the front. E.g. Cardboard or Samsung Gear VR.
Early reviews say that it is much easier to wear as you do
not have to hold it to your face all the time. It comes with a
padded nose support and some padding inside those arms.

Movement, however, is not quite as easy as it is say with the
Gear VR as moving your head quickly can lead to it falling off.
You are also trailing around a cable to the connected phone.
The other weakness is that it does not completely block out
light coming from behind you. You also cannot wear glasses
at the same time.
The headset comes with controls for your VR environment,
with an ok and back button for basic click navigation. It also
has motion sensors, to allow you to look around the virtual
world you are walking around in. The headset itself has two
1.8-inch IPS displays inside, one for each eye, each with a
resolution of 960 x 720 pixels. This results in 639 ppi. That is a
sharper resolution than a typical Quad HD smartphone in a VR
headset. It is shipped with a 3.5mm audio headphone socket
on the underside of the 360 VR headset otherwise you would
have to rely on the audio coming out of your smartphone,
which may be some distance away, or perhaps in your pocket.
The entire headset weights only 117g.
VR is simply the poster boy at present for the future.
Proper allows one to experience a world where you can be
properly scared, thrilled, relaxed, aroused and entertained.
Like many landscapes before online – those who arrive first,
do it well and plant the flag may own it forever e.g. Shopping
(Amazon), auctions (eBay), Social Media (Facebook) etc – so
LG are not simply going to sit back and allow Facebook (who
own Occulus Rift), Microsoft (HoloLens) or Samsung (Gear VR)
grab that prize. This product has potential.
Visit: www.lg.com/uk/mobile-phone-accessories/lg-LGR100?g
clid=CPPFhaqSvssCFQhuGwod7r0DLw
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mobile device adapter, a laptop, a power bank or a desktop
computer. It has been designed ergonomically for use
in different conditions and the custom casing of silicon/
thermoplastic alloy prevents Bulbh from heating up, even
after a day of continuous use. Cleverly, on the outside, each
Bulbh is fitted with a neodymium magnetic base so that the
users can stick it on any metal surface.
The model they are using to launch it is “buy one, donate
one’ model, so that for every Bulbh that is sold online, one
unit gets donated in India to the communities that are still
using incandescent bulbs to reduce their cost of living.
Visit: www.indiegogo.com/projects/bulbh-light-with-a-cause
or www.bulbh.com
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The need to reinvent the smartphone has never been
greater, as once booming sales have slowed across almost
all manufactures, including Apple. The problem is that rival
companies have focused on creating faster processors, better
displays, and better cameras year after year. The worldwide
smartphone sale percentage leaders are Samsung with 22
percent, Apple with 14 percent, Huawei with 9 percent,
Xiaomi with 6 percent and the others have 50 percent.
Now that the technology has moved far enough along,
people are finding it harder and harder to justify buying a
new smartphone. So many companies will begin bundling
their phones with new accessories like virtual reality headsets,
360-degree cameras that will film content for those headsets,
and extra batteries. As you can see, Samsung are the world’s
leading handset manufacturer and at Mobile World Congress
2016, they unveiled their latest flagship phone the Galaxy S7.
Like many phones in recent years, the Galaxy S7 is basically
about refinement. Starting with the camera, Samsung have
dropped the resolution from 16 megapixels to 12 megapixels
but those bigger pixels allow in 56 percent more light. It also
has a f/1.7 aperture and a rearranged sensor layout for faster
focus speeds. It really has become a top notch camera for a
phone. Samsung have surprisingly brought
back the expandable memory slot, so owners
can increase storage by adding a cheap
micro-SD card.
Other notable extras include its water
resistance (IP68) and support for MST/NFC for
mobile payments. It also allows Qi and PMA
wireless charging. Finally, the most innovative
new feature is possibly its always-on-display.
This allows the phone to constantly show the
time, calendar, notifications and wallpaper
designs.
It runs Android 6.0 (Marshmallow) OS with
TouchWiz and underneath has a powerful
Snapdragon 820 processor/ Exynos 8890.
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Samsung Galaxy S7 flagship
smartphone

The screen is 5.1-inch with a 2560x1440 resolution with a
Super AMOLED 577 ppi. The RAM is 4GB and storage is 32GB
with the option of that additional microSD up to 200GB. The
battery is 3000 mAH. We expect it to sell for approximately
£600 from mid-March 2016. This could yet again be a big
success for Samsung.

Kevin Curran is
Senior Lecturer in Computer Science,
University of Ulster
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Your articles, photographs, reviews, thoughts and suggestions for the journal are always welcome,
just contact Catherine Dhanjal on catherine.dhanjal@theansweruk.com or call +44 (0)800 998 7990.
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